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No tyranny is so irksome as petty
tyranny: the officious demands of
policemen, government clerks,
and electromechanical gadgets.
Edward Abbey

Canada
Develops
Robot which
Threatens to
take American
Jobs
by Kyle Roe ~ Daily Bull

“Those robots are going to take
our jobs!” cried an angry mob
outside the Senate last weekend. The protest has hit national
news as millions of angry farmers, factory works, house maids
and custodial staff, truckers, office workers, balloon string tiers,
Lord of the Rings staff makers
and iodized salt shakers, critters
who jump and hipsters who
hate funk, green printer painters and prison guard shankers,
snow cow herders and undead
scourgers… all marched to
Congress demanding a ban on
Canadian made robots.
From performing household
chores, to entertaining and
educating our children, to looking after the elderly, Canadian
roboticists say we will soon
... see Asimov on back
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Nice Nympho

By Olivia Zajac ~ Daily Bull

It seems these days that every girl gets
but other species. Do you know any
called a “whore” or “slut” at least once
girl who has had sexual interactions
a year, and more if you wear anywith other creatures, on purpose,
thing low cut and
that she also
enjoy hooking up
remembers? If
with random guys.
you do, get new
Not that there’s
friends. Unless
anything inherently
she’s Theodora,
wrong with that, I
because girl got
don’t judge. But
it on with some
girls these days get
geese.
called a whore or
slut or skank for such
You read right.
small indecencies
Geese. Alcompared to what
though, af ter
happened in the
more thought,
olden days. I was
that might not
talking to some of
be completely
my students today
tr ue. Af ter a
(I know, they trust
lengthy disme with younger
cussion it was
students *cackle*)
deemed that
Not quite a cock, but....
and we came upon
she probably
the one key item
did not do the
she remembered from her lecture that
nasty with a goose, or multiple geese,
morning. Theodora was a whore.
due to the fact that it was not a mammal, and that’s just gross.
And by today’s standards, she would
not even rank, the way everyone throw
The one thing this whore did that
the term whore around all willy-nilly. No.
many today probably do not do
This lady was rumored to have crazy oris nice things. Theodora doled out
gies with her husband, Justinian, involvmoney for dowries and helped
ing not only a number of other people,
... see Feathered Cocks on back
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be welcoming their creations into our
homes and workplaces. Canada is promising that these revolutionary
robots, named ‘Cybermen,’
will “storm into our homes
and workforce and help
accelerate the human race
to supremacy.” Even though
they are only in the early
stages of development,
these Cybermen showing great potential to
become the new
working force of the nation, and the world. “The
current Cybermen are not
human-like. They are very
emotionless and lack much
intelligent,” says celebrated
Canadian roboticist Prof Phillip
Wallace, director of the Intelligent Cybermen Laboratory
at Canada University, Canada.
He believes that very soon
the Cybermen will be ready
to ship across the globe, and
once in the mainstream they
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will start looking less like machines, and Obama himself made note of plans to
more like us.
replace his writing staff with Cybermen.
The Obama Administrations support of
Even with all the the Canadian Cybermen has given the
promising evidence, Republican Party a strong holding in the
most middle- up and coming race. Current polls show
class Americans that over 79% of middle class Democrats
have shown
have switched their affiliation in hopes
great
of preventing the “Cybermen invad i s sion,” however many feel that simple
taste in
politics will not be enough.
the Canadian Cybermen.
The GOP coalition of Tea
“The employment rate in
Partiers has started a new
America has been at a
poster
steady 100%,” claimed
campaign
McDonald’s livestock
showing
trucker Esteban Alabama, “if
a Cybermen killing a
all those damned Cybermen
middle class worker’s dog.
come across the border I
“They killed my dog! And
guarantee hard working
they took my job!” cries the
Americans like myself will
hard working family man in
lose our jobs!”
the posters.
Protesters from
At the current rate it is
all across
believed that the American
the nation
protesters and their many
seemed
sympathizers across
to agree
the world, includwith the
ing a British “Docbelief that Not only did they kill my dog, they turned him into a robot! tor ”, might
“Cybermen
accomplish
will take our jobs!” however both the Ca- their goal of illegalizing Canadian Cybernadian and American government have men in the work force by December
not shared that feeling. Even President 2012.

News In Briefs: Obama
Blocks President of Mongolia
By Jon ‘Big-O’ Mahan ~ Daily Bull

In a sudden turn of events, the President of the United States has blocked
a leader from another nation on Facebook.
“This really is quite an interesting paramount. It’s never been done before,”
say multiple international policy experts. The experts have been debating
on what this means for international relations.
“Well, this could lead to a breakdown in communication between the
two, what with the lack of constant status updates - but, then again, this is
Mongolia. Who are they again?” said one expert, obviously not alarmed by
the possible outrage from blocking the president of the nation that once
was the largest nation in existence.
“I think Mr. Obama will have some serious problems down the road, mostly
involving horsemen, sieges, bows, and an angry assault from barbarians,”
said another expert, who has studied ancient Mongolian tactics.
“I will have it known, that I unintentionally blocked the president of Mongolia.
I swear, I meant to add him, but I misclicked!” the president said. There is no
word as to whether or not he has rectified the situation. He instead insisted
on blaming the Tea Party, Republicans, earthquakes, tsunamis, and Japan.
The president of Mongolia was asked of his opinion on the matter. “Ehh...
He’ll be out in a year anyway. Who cares?”
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citizens after natural disasters. And
through all of her escapades, she remained devoted to Justinian. I don’t
know many extreme-canoodling
philanthropists, but if I did, I would
have them run the empire too! It only
makes sense. Logic is key to this story.
So the point I’m trying to make is
that the term whore is being used
overwhelmingly nowadays, and not
living up to the grand masters who

embraced the word. So unless you’re
a nice nympho (credit to my student
for that lovely phrase) who enjoys
getting it on frequently with birds, you
aren’t a whore.
P.S. Have fun not looking at the Thanksgiving turkey the same way. It may not
be a goose, but you will remember
Theodora. Who woulda guessed that
world cultures would teach anything
useful!

Like President Bush, Obama seems to like putting his hands into international affairs.

Give us a thumbs-up on Facebook
or we’ll give you a big thumbs-up right up
your-- well. You know. Just go LIKE US.

